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If I have seen a little further it is by standing 
on the shoulders of Giants.
 
-Isaac Newton
Imagine a scientific culture 
Based on fairness
Collaboration and sharing
Openness
Where the reward and 
incentive structures are 
aligned with those goals.
It's about 
building things
Openness isn't just an end in 
itself
It's also a means to
an end.
Openness isn't only about
breaking down
old systems and old
ways of doing things
It's about
building something new and 
looking to a
better future.
Not just for science and 
scientists but for society as a 
whole.
Some thoughts
http://xkcd.com/386/
The internet offers us the first major 
opportunity to improve [the] collective 
long-term memory [of science], and to 
create a collective short-term working 
memory, a conversational commons for the 
rapid collaborative development of ideas. 
 
-Michael Nielsen
The process of scientific discovery - how we 
do science - will change more over the 
next 20 years than in the past 300 years. 
 
-Michael Nielsen
This change will not be achieved without 
great effort. From the outside, scientists 
currently appear puzzlingly slow to adopt 
many online tools. 
 
-Michael Nielsen
What is missing to make the vision a 
reality: integration between data and 
publication, integration of authoring and 
publication, traditional publications being 
associated with podcasts and video, 
professional networking akin to social 
networking?
 
-Cameron Neylon
(on FriendFeed)
What kind of website do you wish there 
was that would help you with your work? 
What sorts of tools and features would it 
have? What parts of your work/job would be 
greatly helped by a well designed website?
 
-Corie Lok
(on Nature Network) 
Writing papers in a fast and easy way is what 
scientists want, and if that happens to come 
with tagging and showing their collection of 
papers to the whole world, they’ll do that too. 
Once that happens, the concept of sharing 
will become more mainstream, and 
opening lab notebooks and data sharing 
can follow.
 
-Eva  Amsen
(on Nature Network) 
Any contradictions and 
challenges apparent in the 
preceding quotes?
http://xkcd.com/435/
A very selective tour of the 
kinds of things I'm talking 
about
The tools, products, 
movements, trends that 
affect open science
A very selective tour of Cool Stuff
Blogging
ScienceBlogs
Scientopia
Guardian Blogs
PLoS Blogs
Science 3.0
Nature Network
Discover Blogs
Aggregators 
Scienceblogging.org 
ResearchBlogging.org 
Stanford Blog Directory 
Social Bookmarking & Citation Management
Connotea
Delicious
CiteULike 
Mendeley
Zotero 
Mobile Apps
Nature Mobile 
IEEE Xplore Mobile Digital Library 
iPhone apps every biologist needs
Medical apps for mobile devices 
Open Access
PLoS
BioMedCentral
Open Access Directory
Budapest Open Access Initiative
Directory of Open Access Journals 
Open Access Mandates & policies 
NIH Public Access Policy
Harvard Faculty of Arts & Science resolution 
Open Data  
Panton Principles for Open Data in Science
SSHRC Research Data Archiving Policy 
Sloan Digital Sky Survey
Entrez Genome Database
Social Networks
Nature Network
Science 3.0 
FriendFeed
Mass Collaboration/Citizen Science
Polymath Project
Galaxy Zoo
Foldit
Repositories
arxiv
Nature Precedings
Open Notebook Science
Useful Chemistry
Cameron Neylon
Outreach
Inside Duke Medicine
MST Visions
Planet York 
Stanford Blog Directory 
 Video
SciVee
Journal of Visualized Experiments
Khan Academy (YouTube math courses) 
Open Peer Review 
PLoS ONE
Nature experiment 
Conferences 
Science Foo Camp 
ScienceOnline
Wikis
WikiProteins
Deferential Geometry
Virtual Worlds
Second Nature 
International Spaceflight Museum 
Collaboration Markets
Innocentive 
Licensing
Science Commons
Microblogging
Bora Zivkovic
Nature News
Sciencebase list of 600 science Twitterers
CERN/Large Hadron Collider 
http://xkcd.com/741/
Some case studies
And I'm not worried about 
actually getting through all of 
them...
Case Study: FriendFeed
Lifestream aggregator
blog posts
Twitter & microblogging
Delicious & other book marks
Amazon, YouTube and other favourites
Lying fallow since acquired by Facebook
screenshot placeholder


Case Study: Blogging Networks & 
Aggregators
Collections of bloggers
Large & small, old & new
Corporate & independent
Newspaper, magazine, OA publisher, one person show 
Diversity is the watchword
Advantages & disadvantages
Aggregators are starting to appears to help make sense of it 
all
ScienceBlogging
ResearchBlogging
screenshot placeholder
screenshot placeholder
screenshot placeholder
screenshot placeholder
screenshot placeholder
screenshot placeholder
Case Study: Nature Network
Facebook for scientists 
Encompasses several modules
blogs
forums
groups
job sites
hubs: London, Boston, New York
Researcher workbench
Started to move towards a app-based model 
screenshot placeholder
screenshot placeholder
screenshot placeholder
screenshot placeholder
Case Study: Useful Chemistry
Jean-Claude Bradley's Open Lab Notebook
Uses a wiki as a platform, fully indexed and searchable by 
Google 
Details of all his lab's experiments
screenshot placeholder
Case Study: JoVE
Journal of Visualized Experiments
Video of experiments so other can see exactly what's going 
on
screenshot placeholder
Case Study: PLoS 
Open Access publisher
PLoS One: All articles that represent valid science are 
published, no filtering for "importance"
Commenting is encouraged
Article level metrics 
Hubs -- curated collections on topics
Biodiversity & Clinical Trials
Currents -- rapid dissemination of results & data
Influenza, Huntington, Genomic tests 
screenshot placeholder
screenshot placeholder
screenshot placeholder

Case Study: MST Visions
Outreach blog for the Missouri University of Science and 
Technology | Rolla
Tells great stories about what their researchers are doing
More than just press releases
screenshot placeholder
Case Study: arXiv physics repository
Several physics sub-disciplines post nearly all of their 
articles in the arxiv before formal publication
Overall, approximately 50% of all physics articles are 
deposited here
No formal peer review
Low cost per article
Funding model is changing

Case Study: Polymath Project
Project started by mathematician Timothy Gowers to see if 
a serious problem could be solved by massive online 
collaboration
To prove a special case of the of the density Hales–Jewett 
theorem 
The answer: yes.
More similar projects are in the offing 


Case Study: Sloan Digital Sky Survey
Sky mapping project, mapping over 900,000 galaxies
All the data is eventually made openly available
Data has been used by Galaxy Zoo project -- a citizen 
science project to classify galaxies
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Issues in the community
Data is the new black 
Bloggers vs. journalists
Open Peer Review 
Impact factors / incentives / reward system
Why is adoption of new tools so slow
What do scientists want
Solve actual problems better than existing tools 
Simplify current f2f social & collaborative networks 
Incentive and reward structures should align with loftier 
goals 
One stop shopping for recording, processing, analyzing and 
document preparation
Data curation 
Integration, integration, integration 
What can we give them
He's like Super Librarian. Everyone forgets, 
Willow, that knowledge is the ultimate 
weapon.
 
-Xander Harris about Rupert Giles 
(Buffy the Vampire Slayer, episode 1.5, 
"Never Kill a Boy on the First Date")
A very provisional list
Organizing and preserving research data 
Expanding reference & liaison roles -- Twitter, IM, 
embedded
Online collaboratories
Better information filtering systems 
Build useful, targeted IRs that play well with others
Integrating/leading the way into social networks such as 
Nature Networks or Science 3.0
Hosting wiki, blog or lab notebook software 
Use blogs to help them promote their work 
Raising awareness of other tools 
Five guidelines
 
1. The tool must solve a problem 
2. It must outperform existing tools
3. It must be nearly 100% reliable
4. There must be at least one killer feature
5. You must prepopulate
 
-Cameron Neylon & Deepak Singh 
Utopia?
Some components of a potential environment:
Google Scholar
OA literature
Google Docs
Nature Network
Zotero/Mendeley
electronic lab notebooks
data analysis tools
disciplinary and/or institutional repository
The challenges
Persuading scientists to be 
more open
Positioning libraries and 
librarians as natural allies  
Tapping the Groundswell
Listen to your community
Respond to their feedback
Empower them to contribute
Connect them to each other
Embrace their innovation
Li, Charlene and Josh Bernoff.  Groundswell: Winning in 
a world transformed by social technologies. Harvard 
Business School Press, 2008.
Letting the Groundswell transform you
It's about person-to-person
Be focused on your community 
Be patient
Be opportunistic
Be flexible
Be collaborative
Be humble
Some more thoughts
The barriers to full-scale adoption are not 
only (or even mainly) technical, but rather 
social and psychological. 
 
-Timo Hannay
The long-term trends are already 
unmistakable... productivity measures that 
look beyond journal publication records, a 
blurring of the boundaries between journals 
and databases, reinventions of the roles of 
publishers and editors...
 
-Timo Hannay
In scientific publishing, we are beginning to 
see books and electronic journals becoming 
more integrated with databases, blogs, and 
other digital media on the Web. These and 
other changes could lead to a resurgence 
in the role of nonprofit professional 
societies and institutional libraries in the 
scientific enterprise as the cost of publishing 
falls. 
 
-Duncan Hull et al.
What is certain is the fact that we can look 
forward to a digital library that is more 
integrated, sociable, personalized, and 
accessible, although it may never be 
completely “frost-free”. Ultimately, better 
libraries will be a massive benefit to 
science. 
 
-Duncan Hull et al.
http://xkcd.com/519/
Why is this worth doing?
[W]e are going to change the way scientists 
share information; we are going to change 
the way expert attention itself is allocated, 
developing new methods for connecting 
people, for organizing people, for leveraging 
people’s skills. They will be redirected, 
organized, and amplified. The result will 
speed up the rate at which discoveries are 
made, not in one small corner of science, 
but across all of science.
 
-Michael Nielsen
I have a dream...
...that all the people of the 
world... 
...rich and poor, scientists 
and engineers, journalists 
and bloggers, teachers and 
students, doctors and 
patients...
...can stand on the shoulders 
of giants.
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